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MASSIVE OPEN ONLINE COURSE III

Cities are first and foremost built for people, and in today’s 
world, people produce large amounts of valuable data, thus 
contributing to what we call “smart cities.” As almost every 
building and every city is a prototype, these communities are in 
the early stage of development and require specific attention 
and expertise as we advance.

Smart cities, such as Zurich and Boston, consist of human-made 
structures or environments that are, in some capacity, moni-
tored, metered, networked and controlled. With this function-
ality, combined with stationary sensors and mobile devices, 
data and information have become the new building materials 
of future cities. Using this data, citizens are now beginning to 
influence the design of future cities and the re-design of exist-
ing ones.

In this architecture course, you will learn the basics of informa-
tion cities and urban science research, as well as how dynamic 
behavior and citizen-driven learning differentiate the respon-
sive city from the smart city. The cities we present and develop 
in this course use the stocks and flows of information as the 
main drivers of change.

MOOC III: 
Smart Cities

12.09.2016 - 14.12.2016
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MOOC stands for Massive Open Online Course and is a 
learning format available to anyone interested in following 
serious lecture series about science, art or research.
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Introduction to the course

Smart cities

Big data and stocks and flows of information

Measurements and simulations in the city I
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Smart Livability

From smart cities to responsive cities
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